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This expansion adds a number of things to the base game of Aether Captains, enhancing your gameplay
experience. There are 3 new Pirate Ships included, The HammerMace, The Reaver
and the Brass Dagger, each with 2 different possible Builds for you to choose from.
These Builds are:

HammerMace: 1xCosmic Shield, 1xAttack, 1xMove or 1xCannon Blast, 1xAttack, 1xMove.
Reaver: 1xLong Range Blast, 1xCollect, 1xRecruit or 1xBetrayal, 1xMove, 1xRecruit.
Brass Dagger: Offers more fire power as flagship and more Resources as member

of a fleet, thus giving a Long Range Blast Action as a Flagship or a Collect Action as a normal ship.
1xLong Range Blast, 1xUpgrade/Repair, 1xCamouflage or 1xCosmic Shield, ixMove, 1xBomb Launch Attack.

All three new Pirate Ships introduce a new kind of ship to the game: the 3-Dice Pirate Ships.
These ships’ rules have the following differences from normal pirates:
1.

When you are building your fleet, during setup, instead of picking up 1 flagship and 2 support ships, you
can choose to take
3-Dice Ship. If you do so, you
choose 1 of the 2 different sets of 3 Actions given with
each 3-Dice Ship and add those cards to the Basic
Pirate Deck. This is your Action Deck.

2.

When performing a Bomb Launch Attack against a
city, always roll 3 dice as if you had all 3 ships of your
fleet there.

3.

When they Attack, roll only once to see on which spot
they will be placed, and place the middle section on
the number rolled.

4.

In order to hit with an Attack, 3-Dice ships need
to roll equal or higher than their Attack Value.

5.

3-Dice Ships Ignore the Wind.

6.

3-Dice Ships have 3 sections. These sections take
damage just like a Navy Commander would, although
they have no Defense.

7.

3-Dice Ships can never be eliminated, instead they
remain on the last side of their destroyed section,
even if all their sections are on that side.

8.

They treat the Storm and the Rogue tiles (Target
Zones) just like Navy Commanders do.

9.

A new ability can be used by 3-Dice ships.
While on a Dropzone, spend 1 Victory Point to
repair 1 damage on its section that’s on the last
side (destroyed).

10. When a Navy Commander destroys a section of a
3-Dice ship (flips it down to the last side), it counts
as if he eliminated a pirate ship and he scores
Victory Points as normal.
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New Pirate Actions:
This expansion introduces 4 new Actions to the game:
Cosmic Shield, Betrayal, Cannon Blast and Long Range Blast.

Cosmic Shield: You cannot receive Damage from enemy attacks

during this round.

Betrayal: Choose a Navy Ship and perform a Move Action with it,
following all the normal rules.

Long Range Blast: Long Range Blast works exactly like a Long Range Attack with the difference that
the target does not roll to defend.

Cannon Blast: Counts as a normal Attack with the difference that all sections of the pirate ship target
1 section of the enemy ship that can be targeted by one of the sections. Attacks and Defenses are rolled
separately for each section.

New Stats Boards:
These Stats Boards are added together with the boards
from the base game of Aether Captains.

New Objective Cards:
These Objective Cards are added together with the cards
from the base game of Aether Captains.
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